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Our TEViON Personal Video Recorder (PVR) had started to malfunction. At first, it 
performed  normally  apart  from  a  peculiar  problem.  Whenever  the  channel  was 
changed to ABC2, the picture went to monochrome and it would stay monochrome, 
even after changing to another channel. The only way to correct this was to change to 
a channel other than ABC2, then switch the unit off and back on again, when it would 
then revert to colour with no further problems unless it was changed back to ABC2.

This issue persisted for some time, but it  was tolerable,  because ABC2 was only 
watched  periodically.  However,  the  unit  then started  to  occasionally  freeze  when 
playing back a recorded program. This condition slowly worsened until it got to the 
point where it  was impossible to play back any recorded program. However,  live 
television could still be watched with no issues, other than ABC2 going monochrome. 
At this point in time, the PVR was replaced with a new Panomax PVR, so the problem 
was solved as far as being able to record TV programs and play them back later.

Recently, I decided to have a look at the unit to see if it could be repaired. I first  
removed the lid, which is held on by five screws. As soon as I lifted the lid, I could 
see what the problem was. Electrolytic capacitors C140 (1000µF 16V), C143 and 
C144 (both 1000µF 25V) had severely bulging tops, a sure sign that they had failed.

I removed the combined power board/tuner board, which is held in by three screws 
securing  the  PCB to  the  bottom of  the  case  and  two screws  between  the  aerial 
connections, securing the board to the back of the case. With the board removed, I de-
soldered the faulty capacitors and replaced them with good ones that I had salvaged 
from a defunct piece of equipment previously. They tested good with my ESR meter, 
so they were put back into service again, saving me the cost of new components.

At the same time, I tested the other electrolytic capacitors on the PCB and I found 
that C115 (22µF 50V) was quite high on the ESR reading, so I went looking for a 
replacement. I couldn't find one of the correct voltage, so I opted to use a  22µF 63V 
replacement,  as this was compatible with the original  one.  It  too,  was a recycled 
component, which also tested good, again saving me the cost of a new component.

With the capacitors all fitted, I re-assembled the PVR and set about testing it to see if  
the problems had been rectified. On changing channels, I found that all the channels 
were now in colour, including ABC2, so that issue was now fixed. I then tried playing 
back a recorded program and I found that it played correctly with no issues. The next 
test was to record a program and then play it back later. This also proved successful, 
so the PVR is now back in good working order and it can now be used again.

I  can  understand why the faulty  electrolytic  capacitors  caused the  issue  with  the 
playback of recorded programs, due to the extra power required to operate the hard 
drive, but I find it a bit baffling as to why these faulty capacitors caused ABC2 to 
change to monochrome and then the rest of the channels to follow suit, until the unit 
was switched off and back on again. I guess the main thing is that the unit is now 
back in good working order again, so it can now be used once more.


